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I. INTRODUCTION 

Following the report concerning the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF (milk 

products sector) the Special Committee of Inquiry submits herewith its report 

on the ve~etable oil sector, i.e., oil seeds and olive oil. 

The Committee has ~roceeded in the same manner as for the milk products 

sector. Two questionnaires were drawn u~, one for oil seeds and the other 

for olive oil, and this report is based on the replies given b,y the members 

of the Committee. 

Some experts have reported that at the present time they are unable 

to make a useful contribution since, particularly in the new Member States, 

there is insufficient experience concernin~ the application of the re~lation 

on oil seeds. 

The Committee considers that it is necessary to deal with oil seeds 

and olive oil separately, since the aid mechanisms in the two sectors var,y 

considerably. 

II. COMMUNITY SUBSIDY FUR OIL SEEDS 

A. ENTITLEMENT TO THE SUBSIDY 

The subsidy is granted for colza, rape seed and sunflower seed harvested' 

and processed in the Community with a view to the production of oil. 

When the target price is higher'than world market prices, the subsidy is 

equal to the difference between those two prices and entitlement to the 

subsidy is acquired when the seeds are processed. The subsidy ~V be 

granted in advance as soon as the seeds have been checked at.the oil 

mill provided that a surety is given as guarantee that they will be processed.; 
i 
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Since the subsidy is determined in relation to a standard quality, the 

wei~ht of the seeds for which the subsidy is requested is adjusted according 

to the difference between the percentages of moisture and imnurities they 

contain and those applying to the definition of the standard quality. 

The Community regulations fixinr. target prices and intervention prices 

for each marketin~ year state that these prices relate to seeds of a 

"sound, fair and marketable quality" but do not speoify what should be done 

with seeds which do not fit this definition. This ~ves rise to difficulties 

partioularly in relation to damaged seed and the subsidy granted for such 

s·eed. It should be remembered that the Committee's report on milk products 

drew attention to similar.clarifications which need to be made to Community 

regulations {page 36 of the re.port) and, in view of the small· quantity of 

damaged seed when expressed as.a percenta~e of the total amo~t of seed 

for which the subsidy is granted, the Committee considers tha,t this diffi

culty merely prompts it to stress that explicit provisions wh.ich are easy 

to implement are an essential prerequisite if the campaign against fraud 

is to be effective. 

B. CONTROL PROCEDURES 

Community regulations require a control at the oil mill of the processin~ 

of the seeds into oil and the control of imported seeds from the moment of 

importation until they are taken over at the oil mill, from which time 

they are subject to the control at the oil mill. 

Controls actually applied include p~vsical and accounting checks. However, 

the importance attached to these types of check varies from one Member 

State to another. Fbr instance, the checks applied in one Member State 

are predominantly on accounts, while in another they are exclusively 

p~vsical and in others both types are applied. 

. .. / .. 
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~.They consist in the verification of the weight of seeds, of their quality 

by the analysis of sam~les and of the uses to.which they are ~ut. In fact, 

·· weight Qheeks and sa.m:plin~ are carried out either for each batch or at 

random. It should be noted: 

- that the regulations do not specifY who should bear the cost of these 

analyses. The larne number of batches and the oost of each analysis 

would result in considerable expenditure; 

- that the limitations in the cheeks at this stage is thou~ht to be 

to some extent com99nsa.ted for b~r detailed checks on accounts at the 

oil mill. More precisely, anv fraud concernin~ the quality of seeds· 

o~ht to be reflected, as soon as it reaches a. certain size, in the 

yields of oil and thus should hardly escape a properly carried out check 

on accounts. 

This bein~ so, it does not appear to be necessar,y to analyse systematically 

all batches which arrive at the oil mill; random physical checks, carried 

out in a selective manner, should suffice. It must be remembered, however, 

that, since the subsidy is paid for a ~ven quantity of seed of standard 

quality, any discrepancy in weip,ht or quality affects the amount of the 

subsi~v. In a~y case, p~ysical checks do not provide a full guarantee and 

it is essential that they be complemented by checks on accounts, which 

are more reliable. 

2. Checks on accounts 

As is a.lre~y the case in certain Member States, these checks should 

con.cern: 

firstly, stock reoords, cost a.ecobnts, and stocks (with p~ysical veri

fication of their co~position), 
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- secondly, the financial accounting of the undertaking, which ought 

to corroborate the stook records. 

They will be carried out mainly at the mills, but if it proves necessar,y 

it should be possible to extend them to include the suppliers and 

customers. 

The:··. checks should be applied to all the activities of the oil mill and 

it is technically impossible to limit cheeks specifically to Community seeds. 

Checks on accounts should be carried out sufficiently regularly, at 

least once a. year. 

It is clear that this kind of cheek does not excluie all poseibilities, 

but it does impose considerable limitations on the frauds. It also requires 

the intervention agencies to have highly quali"fied staff, which is not 

alwa.ys easy to reorui t. 

Serious oases of fraud or special difficulties in the administration of 

aid have not come to the notice of the Committee; however, it considers 

that it would be desirable to organize -as im?lementation of Article 7 
of Regulation (EEC) 283/72- joint meetings.of the responsible national 

bodies in this sector with the aim of comparing control methods and in 

particular to ensure that measures undertaken provide adequate ~antees 

for one avoidance at both double p~yment of subsidies, and the payment 

of Sllbsidies for seeds originating in non-member countries. 

3. ~!_system of penalties 

Abuses or irre~arities which are.discovered normally result in payment 

not being made or sums wron~ly ~aid bein~ recovered. But it could prove 

difficult to institute proceedin~s with a view to applyinp: penalties. 

In some Member States proceedings are denendant woon the '90ssibili t;r 

of applyinp,- common criminal law, but there is no specific system of penalties • 

. . . / .. 
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In certain cases, although the interve.ntion a.p:ency is convinced that 

there have been irre~arities, it can be difficult to establish evidence 

· of fraud or the guilt of those concerned. As a trenera.l rule, checks will 

be bring anomalies t~ lip.ht: for example, oil yields which are to low 

in relation to the quality of seeds, unsubstantiated sales of oil etc., 

but these discoveries will not be enough to obtain conviction in the 

Courts. 

It might be asked whether, b;v analop,y l-ti+,h. customs lep:islation, a. s:vs.tem 

of administrative penalties mirht not be established which could make 

it possible to penalize irregularities which are factually established, 

without resort to legal proceedin~. 

In addition, ·I it would be useful if irre~la.rities in book-keepinp.: or 

interference with the carr;vinr, out of checks, for the purpose. of obtaining 

a subsidy or of helping someone to obtain a subsidy, were in themselves 

subject to the same system of penalties. 

Finally, ns is the practice in certain Member States, Community funds should 

be assimilated with national nublic funds, since this would .~ive them the 

same leF.'~l protection and would eYtend the scope for penalties. 

C. CONCLUSIONS AliD RECOl~ATIONS 

In conclusion, the Committee cons;ders that: 

a.) the CoJTU'!luni ty re~lati.ons shot1ld be worded more precisely as rer~ards 

treatment of seeds which are not of the required "sounn., fair n.nd marketable 

qual i t:v" : 
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b) it is still necessar,y to contin~e ~hvsical checks while the checks 

on accounts should be·a~plied more penerally and ti~htened. It must 

be ~ointed out that, fo~ the checks to be effective, the inspeotors 

should be fully acquainted with the special feat·nres of the industry 

and at the same time be totally i.noenend.ent of the underta.kint2: in 

which the checks are bein~ carried out. In addition, checks at the 

oil mill should be cross checked by reference to su~pliers and customers 

of the mi.ll; 

c) it would be advisable to strengthen cooperation between the res~onsible 

bodies, in application of Article 1 of ReP.Ulation (EEC) n° 283/72; 

d) as re~ros penal ties, the a.ssimilation of Community funds with national 

public funds j_s e.n initial measure which a:opears obvious. Furthermore, 

in certain Member Rtates it is nossible for frauds to occur which 

cannot be penalized excent on the basis of common criminal law. The 

introduction of a system of ~dmini.stra.tive penalties for infrin~ment 

of the regulations, without requil'inP,' the intervention of the Courts, 

should be examined. 

III. THE CONMUNITY SUBSIDY FQR OLIVE OIL -------
A. HO'ii THE SUBSIDY WORKS 

The olive oil subsidy w1.s introduced at a. time when world market nrices, 

which a.re in fact those of the ma,ior producer, Soain, were aupreciably 

lower than Community ryroducers' costs. 

In such a situation, \<rhich wt=~.s also a feature of a numt-er of asricul turaJ. 

markets, the conventiona.l solution l'!Ould have been to ma.intain the Commu

nity'price at a level which would have .~1aranteed producers an adequate 

return by means of prot~ctive frontier arranr,ements (levies and refunds) 
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and the introduction of intervention arrane,:ements, to provide a guaranteed 

market for the produce. 

It was thought, however, that such a solution would have resulted in an 

excessively hi~h market ~rice, havinr re~rd t.o the comnetition from other 

vegetable oils, and that a direct producer aubsid,_v was needed to ens;:ure 

normal marketin~. 

Consequently a market or!"anhR.tion was introduned with the followinf; 

features: 

- a produotion :price so fixed as to p:ue.ra.ntee oli vc .M'':>l-rers an adequate 

income; 

- ;a. tar,l'('et mar'k:et price fixed in relA.tion to the flrice of comnetin,qo ve~table 

oils; the Community subsi~v n~yabJe directly to olive ~ower9 is equal 

to the difference between the production price C~.nd the tat'P.'et market 

price; 

- a threshold orice derived ft'om the tar,goet mfl.rket !)rice on l-rhich the 

calculation of levies a.nd ref,m.ds to be anplied in resnect of trad.e 

with non-m~mber conntries is ba.sed; 

- an intervention price also derived from the tar~et market. orice which 

P,Uara.nteee that any nroducts not sold on the market will be bouFht in. 

B. MONI'roRING THE SUBSIDY 

One special feature of the olive oil subsidy is that it iso: paid to olive 

producers not on th~ ba~is of the ~,Mantity of oliveo hervested but on the 

basis of the quantity of oil extracted in the millin.P" 9rocess. 

'rhe moni torin,r; arran'-':E!ments laid down by ·comm1..mi ty Re~lAtions have cha.nP,ed 

over the years. Orir:inally, the emphasis wa.s on a check of oil production 

a.t the oil mills. The di.ffioulties encountered i.n carryinf." out this check 

led to the introduction of a. supplementar,y production check based on 

... ; .. 
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cultivation declarations b~ olive p.ro~rers. In 1972 it was pro~osed (Rep.ula

tion (EEC) N° 2022/72) that the oheok at the oil mills be abolished leaving 

only the oheck on the cultivation declarations and that an annual flat rate 

subsidy be paid to olive growers on the basis of the avera~e olive ~ield 

per tree and aver~e oil yield per olive as recorded for seleeted olive 

groves. 

This proposal was not in the end adopted, but for the 1973/74 marketing 

year the check on the correctness of the oil mills' stook records has 

been abolished. 

In actual fact, the olive oil sector presents greater checkin~ problems 

than any other sector of the ap,ricultural market. 

The Committee has noted that the study carried out by the Commission in 

1972 indicated that about 20% of subsidies ~ranted for olive oil were not 

justified by actual production; it would have been desirable for the 
' 

findings of this st~y to be brought up to date for subsequen~ years; 

the Committee considers that in view of the impendin~ establishment of 

an olive-oil cultivation register and of ite oost, it would be advisable 

in future to follow u~ studies of this kind so as to be able to assess 

improvements resulting from the introduction of new checking methods. 

1. Checks on olive growers 

Difficulties first appear in the verification of the production of olive 

~owers. There are more than a million olive growers in Italy and almost 

40 000 in France. 

The Commission ha·a recommended that a sample oheck on 5% of the 

undertakin~s be carried out annually. The Committee finds that this 

rame is far from bein~ achieved and that, even if it were, it would 

still take at least twenty years to cheok all producers and this is 

clearl~ too long. 
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These are clearly walid considerations in so far as the subsidy in respect 

of which checks are to be carried out is a subsidy strictly applicable 

to production. A check should also be carried out each year to ensure 

that the groves are rep,ularly maintained and the olives harvested and in 

fact used for the production of oil, since olives from different years 

may be put to different uses according to the market situation for'table 

olives and for oil. 

Despite these difficulties increasing weight has been attached to the 

use of cultivation declarations and target yields to appraise the quantity 

of oil produced. Tb this end the bodies responsible for administerin~ 

the subsidy check·to see whether the applications submitted are in fact 

within reasonably likely production quantities. Should thee~ quantities 

be exceeded, detailed justification is required through, for example, 

the use of additional labour and the use of fertilizers, etc. This method 

nrovides a useful means of cross .checking figures obtained as a result 

of checks at the mil~s. 

2. Checks at the oil mills 

The checks at the oil mills present serious difficulties. Oil millinp.' is 
11 

stillasmall-scale activity. There are more than 12 000 mills in Italy 
I 1 

and almost 300 in France. In addition, a relatively large proportion 

of the olive oil produced is not marketed, since the oil mills limit 

their activities to work done· on behalf of the olive prowers. 

What is more, the stock records which the oil mills are obliged to keep 

suffer from most of the shortcomings found in small undertakings. 

However, the possibility of cross checkinp. with other data exists and 

this provides a useful means of appraisal. Thase other data are the 
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capacity, the number of persons em~loyed, the amount of enerRY consumed 

and the sales of oil cake. 

C. PENALTIES 

The remarks already made concernin~ oil seed (II B 3) also apply to the 

olive oil sector. 

D. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

In the case of olive oil, the Special Committee of Inquiry found itself 

faced with an excentionally complex problem, since first of all there 

are no precise details available concerning the actual extent of fraUd 

and secondly because of difficulties encountered in the administration 

of aid and the carryin~ out of checks. However, the Committee considers 

that it should be possible to make substantial improvements in the present 

situation if action were taken on the following lines : 

a) firstly, it woula be advisable to reinforce the oheoks on oil production 

at the oil mills by means of more systematic and more frequent cross

checking of the mills' declarations against factors which can serve 

as a basis for assessing th~ mills' activities (size of work force, 

consumption of·enerF:'(, mill capa.city, sales of oil and oil cake); and . ' 
checks made on the stock records should be extended to cover the sales 

accounts. In this connection, the invoicin~ of. purchases and sales of 
I 

olives and of oil and the services rendered where prooessin~ is done 

on behalf of others should be made ohlip.ator,y; 
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b) secondly, checks on olive r.rowers should be intensified: not only 

should the percenta~ of cultivation declarations whi~h are checked 

each year be considerably increased, but new means should be used 

to take a census of groves in order to establish a proper olive 

· cultivation register ~s quickly as possible. 

At the same time present methods of determining avera~e oil yields 

of olive trees should be improved. In this w~y the responsible bodies 

will have at their disposal an additional means of checking the 

oil production declarations made by the oil mills and :lrt any case 

the amount of the subsidy would be limited to the lower'of the 

two figures determined by means of cheoks at the oil mills and checks 

on olive producers; 

c) thirdly, w~vs of improving the administration of the aid should include: 

- the elimination of the proxies currently available to olive growers 

and. third parties; 

- ~~tr1ct apnlic~tion o~ theru~irect p~vment of the su~sidy to those 

entitled; 

- encourar.ement to producers to form cooperatives to simplify the 

administration and control of subsidies. Encourar:ement to form p.rouos 

and research into acoo1mting systems desip.ned to meet the problems 

of the sector mitrht form the subject of r,ui.dance measures; 

d) furthermore, the Committee point~ out, as it has already done in its 
I 

report on the milk nroduots sector, that the question of penalties 

a.risP.s here apain in simi.lA.r t.ermR, in particular: 

- the assimilation of Commun\ty funds with national funds is just 

as hip;hly desirable ~.n this sector; 
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- it would be advisable to introduce a.dmjnietra.tive penalties; 

e) the Conuni ttee re.o:a.ro s it as essen+.ial that effort~ be made to determine 

+.he extent of fraudA an~ irre~larities so that the effectiveneRs of 

control measures and imnrovements resultinv from the introduction of.new 

measures ma.y be asaes.sed. 
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